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!   A very brief history�

! Heterogeneity�

! Common factors and differences�

! Ethics, biosafety and biosecurity issues�



“When a new process or product emerges from the 
laboratory, it undergoes a profound transition – from well-
behaved, insular idea or object to a dynamic component of 
a complex interactive social system. Once embedded in 
that social system, the new idea or innovation may 
produce effects that are completely surprising”. �

Daniel Sarewitz, Frontiers of Illusion. Science, Technology, and the Politics of 
Progress, 1996, p. 9. �



“… shifting the focus from Mode-2 science to Mode-2 
society, the emergence of a Knowledge society means that 
a much wider range of social, economic and even cultural 
activities may now have ‘research’ components” �

Helga Nowotny, Peter Scott and Michael Gibbons, Rethinking Science, 2001, p. 89. �



Joe Davis, Microvenus, 1986-2000 �
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“In 2050, following the fine tradition of hacking 
automobiles and computers, garage biology hacking will be 
well under way”�

Rob Carlson, “Open-Source Biology and Its Impact on Industry”. IEEE Spectrum, Mai 
2001: 15-17). �



The iGEM competition 





A.D. Ginsberg, J. King & University of Cambridge 
2009 team, E.Chromi: the Scatalog �
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DIY bio: Genspace, New York (2013) �







DIY bio: Genspace, New York (2013) �



Artists at work in the tissue culture lab �



”As artists, we hope to have a different ‘contract’ with 
society – we ought to provoke, question and reveal 
hypocrisies through different tactics: whether through 
aesthetic, absurd or subtle confrontations. Allowing loss of 
control or ‘engineering futility’; making our audience 
uneasy is an outcome of our own discomfort. All we 
propose to offer are contestable future scenarios different 
from the cannon of the contemporary trajectories”. �

Oron Catts, ”Why Artists Play with Life”, in the Waag Society Bioart Special, 
2012, p. 6. �



Tissue Culture & Art Project  
Victimless Leather, 2004/2013 �









The Wetlab promotes a ‘maker culture’ and closely 
collaborates with the Fablab Amsterdam; a place where 
people can realise their ideas and transform them into a 
prototype or product with the aid of high tech equipment. 
We stimulate a culture that makes the life sciences and 
biotechnology tangible and ‘makeable’ for a broader public. 
In our opinion this will lead to a deeper public 
understanding of technology and innovation. �

Lucas Evers, interviewed in the Waag Society Bioart Special, 2012, p. 2. �



“DIY Biology and Bioart turn the public into producers, not 
just consumers." �

Marleen Stikker, interviewed with Huub de Groot and Colja Laane in the Waag 
Society Bioart Special, p. 12. �



”Bioart is about shared responsibility and asking the right 
questions. In the classic perception, the public and the arts 
act as a correcting factor on the sciences. This is not what 
it’s about – ideally we want a society in which artists and 
citizens are at the base of scientific research. So they get 
the means to produce knowledge themselves. Artists and 
scientists challenging each other and working side by side”. �

Marleen Stikker, interviewed with Huub de Groot and Colja Laane in the Waag 
Society Bioart Special, p. 12. �





”On average, the DIY community is more educated 
than the general population”�
D. Grushkin, T. Kuiken and P. Millet, Seven Myths & Realities about Do-It-Yourself 
Biology. Synbio 5, 2013. �



DIY bio  
do-it-yourself biology�

!   Open source science�

!   Citizen science�

! Hobbyist biotech �

! Amateur biology�

! Garage biotechnology�

!   Kitchen biotechnology�

! Homebrew biotech �

!   Life hacking �

! Biohacking�

! Biopunk�

! Biodesign �

! Bioart�



Terms used about the same person �

!   Researcher/ �

!   Artist/�

!   Scientist/�

!   Designer/�

!   DIY biologist �



It doesn’t bother us though that the term “hacking” has 
several different meanings, on the contrary, especially in 
the context of our biohacking projects this leads time and 
again to interesting discussions. �

Mark Dusseiller, of Hackteria, interviewed in D. Landwehr and V. Kuni (Eds.) 
Home Made Bio Electronic Arts, 2013: 74. �



!   “To me this is kind of a discussion that is solely, um, 
it’s, it’s done and discussed by administrators”�

Interviewee 45 (artist) �







DIY Workshop: Grow your own ink�



Art/meat/flesh II, Stavanger 2012 �





Factors facilitating DIY �

!   The ICT revolution�

!   ”Deskilling” (Tucker 2011) �

!   Open source �



Common factors: �

!   Open source: Democratisation of knowledge�

! Eagerness to ’get wet’�

!   Technologies, methods �



!   Different  products from artists, designers, hackers, 
citizen biologists�

! Background and environment affects one’s motivations, 
intentions and goals�
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Europe: Transparency, safety, open 
access, education, modesty, community, 
peaceful purposes, respect, responsibility, 
accountability�

North America: Open access, 
transparency, education, safety, 
environment, peaceful purposes, tinkering �

DIYbio.org �





”Advances in software engineering, widespread internet 
connectivity, affordable 3-D printing, cooperative problem 
solving through crowdsourcing […] and the DIYbio 
movement have shifted unprecedented potential to the 
masses, including that for bioweapon development”�

Kathleen Eggleson, “Emerging Nanoscale Technologies and Plausible Security 
Threats”, in Innovation and Responsibility: Engaging with New and Emerging 
Technologies, 2014, p. 112. �



”A small minority may have unleashed computer viruses 
over the years, but it’s the computer hacking community 
at large who created many of the solutions that safeguard 
us from them”. �

Mac Cowell, interviewed in Seed Magazine, Dec 2008. �



”A small minority may have unleashed computer viruses 
over the years, but it’s the computer hacking community 
at large who created many of the solutions that safeguard 
us from them”. �

Mac Cowell, interviewed in Seed Magazine, Dec 2008. �

�

”People overestimate our technological abilities and 
underestimate our ethics”�

Jason Bobe, interviewed in The New York Times, March 2012. �

�



Thank you for listening!  
Looking forward to your comments…�

Nora.Vaage@svt.uib.no �
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